NTQA PROGRAM UPDATE

We hope that you had a restful
holiday season
and
we wish you all the best in
the coming year!
Changes coming to Ontario's
NTQA program in 2020

There are several exciting changes coming to PSO's NTQA program in
2020. These include:
new personalized NT performance distribution audit and NT image
audit requirements and recommendations
changes to the NTQA platform in the BORN Information System
(BIS) to accommodate new functions and increase usability (based
on your feedback!)
launch of a new NTQA Resources and Point of Care Tools web
page on the PSO website
Please read PSO's NTQA communications (such as this one) and check the PSO
website for details concerning the aforementioned changes as this
information becomes available.

We want to hear from you about the
11-14 weeks anatomy scan!
Please complete the survey at the link below
and share it with your colleagues:

Survey on First Trimester Anatomy
We want to know more about:
(a) your knowledge on the 11-14 weeks anatomy scan,

(b) how you currently practice, and
(c) changes that would support you in effectively performing this scan.
Have your voice heard by professionals looking to develop and standardize
Ontario guidelines for first trimester scanning.
Resources for First Trimester Anatomy Scanning
ISUOG Lecture 7: Assessing the normal pregnancy between 10 and
14 weeks in singleton and twin pregnancies
ISUOG Practice Guideline: Performance of first-trimester fetal
ultrasound scan

Thank you for your feedback!
In previous NTQA email communications, PSO requested information
from the imaging community on a variety of topics including your
current NT measurement practice, the new PSO website, and the NTQA
platform in the BIS.
We wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the feedback you
provided. Your insights are incredibly valuable to PSO as we implement
Ontario's NTQA program and develop the platforms and resources that
accompany it.
Please continue to email all constructive insights and opinions to the PSO
Ultrasound Clinical Content Specialist at pso@bornontario.ca.

We have received multiple requests for more detailed information
concerning the interpretation of your personalized NT performance
distributions. Below, we have included this information for you as a
reference. A detailed document on the interpretation of your distribution
will also be posted on the new NTQA Resources and Point of Care
Tools web page once it has been launched.

Components of your personalized
NT performance distribution

Criteria used to assess practitioners' NT
measurement accuracy

MEDIAN BIAS

Acceptable Curve

Unacceptable Bias

In a normal population of patients, approximately 50% of your NT/CRL
data points will sit above the FMF UK standardized population curve and
50% of your NT/CRL data points will fall below the standardized curve.
Positive Bias:
a majority of your NT/CRL data points sit above the standardized
curve
indicates chronic over measurement of the NT
Negative Bias:
a majority of your NT/CRL data points fall below the standardized
curve
indicates chronic under measurement of the NT

SPREAD

Acceptable Curve

Unacceptable Spread
In a normal population of patients, your NT/CRL data points should
cluster around the FMF UK standardized population curve with some
variation.
Tight Spread (decreased):
your NT/CRL data points cluster very tightly around the
standardized curve without the expected normal population
variation
indicates that a practitioner is choosing their NT measurements
according to what is expected at a given CRL
Wide Spread (increased):
your NT/CRL data points do not cluster around the standardized
curve and vary more greatly than what is expected at a given CRL
and in a normal population
indicates inconsistent measurement of the NT at all CRLs or...
A wide spread is most often caused by more than one practitioner
submitting NT/CRL data points under a single NT ID number!

NT ID number sharing reduces the quality
of our personalized
NT performance distributions.
Do not share your NT ID number!
TREND

Acceptable Curve

Unacceptable Trend
In a normal population of patients, your NT/CRL data point distribution
should mimic the shape and direction of the FMF UK standardized
population curve.
Steep Positive Trend (/):
a majority of your NT/CRL data points fall below the standardized
curve at smaller CRLs and sit above the standardized curve at
larger CRLs
indicates consistent under measurement of the NT at smaller
CRLs and consistent over measurement of the NT at larger CRLs
Steep Negative Trend (\):
a majority of your NT/CRL data points sit above the standardized
curve at smaller CRLs and fall below the standardized curve at
larger CRLs
indicates consistent over measurement of the NT at smaller CRLs
and consistent under measurement of the NT at larger CRLs
Flattened Trend (--):

a majority of your NT/CRL data points fall along the same line with
respect to the horizontal axis
indicates that a practitioner is consistently obtaining the same NT
measurement across all CRLs with limited variation
caused by a practitioner improperly measuring their NTs and/or
improperly measuring their CRLs
NT measurements should increase in size as the size of the fetus (CRL)
increases with some variation.

Deviations in any of these criteria can
decrease the accuracy of our patients'
prenatal screening results!

How can your
personalized NT
performance
distribution inform
your NT ultrasound
practice?

If you notice deviations in your personalized NT
performance distribution, please review your NT and
CRL images:
Your personalized NT performance distribution tells you when
there is an issue with your NT measurement accuracy.
Your NT and CRL images illustrate what those issues are (i.e.,
how closely your images adhere to the FMF UK NT measurement
protocol) and guide you in how to fix them.

Still a little bit confused?

For more information on how to interpret your personalized NT
performance distribution, please visit the PSO website or email your
specific questions to the PSO Ultrasound Clinical Content Specialist at
pso@bornontario.ca

Other helpful NT measurement resources

FMF USA website has a fantastic educational video titled "1st
Trimester Ultrasound Ultimate Survival Guide"
FMF UK website
11-13 weeks scan course on NT measurement protocol
free downloadable PDF book on NT measurement protocol
(available in multiple languages!)
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